Magneto-optical studies of a c-oriented MgB 2 film with a critical current density of 10 7 A cm −2 demonstrate a breakdown of the critical state at temperatures below 10 K. Instead of conventional uniform and gradual flux penetration in an applied magnetic field, we observe an abrupt invasion of complex dendritic structures. When the applied field subsequently decreases, similar dendritic structures of the return flux penetrate the film. The static and dynamic properties of the dendrites are discussed.
Following the recent discovery of superconductivity in polycrystalline MgB 2 [1] , a tremendous effort is now being invested to produce high-quality films. Here we present studies of thin MgB 2 films with a record-high critical current density, 10 7 A cm −2 at 8 K. The films were deposited on (1102) Al 2 O 3 substrates using pulsed laser deposition. Typical 400 nm thick films had a sharp superconducting transition ( T C ∼ 0.7 K) at T C = 39 K, and a high degree of c-axis alignment perpendicular to the plane [2] . Initial measurements of the integral magnetization versus field displayed pronounced fluctuations at low T , indicating unusual features in the flux dynamics with onset between 20 and 5 K [3] . Spatiallyresolved magneto-optical (MO) studies revealed [4] a complex dynamical behaviour of flux, where below T = 10 K the global penetration of vortices is dominated by dendritic structures abruptly entering the film. Similar dendritic behaviour was earlier observed in Nb films [5] , as well as in YBaCuO films when induced by a laser pulse [6] . In the present paper we investigate in more detail the properties of dendrites in films of MgB 2 . Figure 1 shows a sequence of MO images taken as the applied field increases from 0 to 35 mT after first zero field cooling the sample to 3 K. The sweeping rate of the applied field was slow, of the order of 0.3 mT s −1 , however the growth of the dendritic structures proceeded extremely rapidly: each structure was formed during less than 1 ms (the time resolution of our CCD system). The dendrite pattern never repeated itself in detail during a new experimental run under the same conditions.
The brightness on the MO images represents the absolute value of the flux density. The dendrites formed at a larger applied field are seen to be brighter, i.e. containing more flux than those formed at a lower field. However, once formed, each dendrite appears frozen and does not gain more flux as the applied field increases and other dendrites appear. Remarkably, the flux density in the dendrite core can sometimes be larger than the flux density at the film edge. This can be understood as a manifestation of strong demagnetization effects, such as in a case of enhanced flux density at a defect near the film edge.
While growing, new dendrites tend to avoid crossing the existing ones, as illustrated in figure 2. The arrows in figure 2(a) show where the new dendrite changed the growth direction because of 'repulsion' from others that had appeared there before. Several strong turns were necessary to struggle through to the centre of the film. When the applied field is decreased from the maximal value back to zero, the flux redistributes in the same abrupt manner, see figures 1(e)-(f). Now, dendrites containing antiflux of the reverse return field created by the trapped vortices penetrate the film. As a result, the remanent state, figure 1(f) , consists of an overlapping mixture of two types of dendrites of opposite polarity.
A closer look at the microstructure of the dendrites is given in figure 3 . The dendrite of the initial polarity, figure 3(a) , consists of a core, approximately 20-30 µm wide, with a high dendrites can also have a different microstructure where the middle of the core has a lower flux density [4] . A dendrite formed during the field decrease contains anti-flux in its core (shown in figure 3 ). The black annihilation zone separating the anti-flux from the surrounding flux of initial polarity is clearly seen.
We observed the dendritic flux penetration into the virgin state of MgB 2 film only for temperatures below 10 K. At higher temperatures the penetration proceeded in a conventional smooth and uniform way. However, after the applied field was decreased from the maximal value, dendrites could be seen even in the temperature range between 10 and 13 K. This indicates that the decreasing-field state is less stable with respect to dendrite formation. A possible reason for this is the existence of an annihilation zone, where extra heat is released due to the annihilation of vortices and anti-vortices. Peculiar instabilities near such an annihilation zone have been observed earlier in HTSC single crystals [7] . This observation supports the conclusion of [4] that the dendritic flux penetration originates from a thermo-magnetic instability.
